My understanding of Sidney's transition from mainstream economist to Post Keynesian economist tracks back to his earliest work in microeconomics, or what was then called price theory. He started as a price theorist, a Marshallian theorist who wrote a long doctoral dissertation on questions of market structure, competition, monopoly pricing and so on. That project took up his time from the period that he was in
succession of jobs in finance and money areas following on some internships and research assistant work that he had done through his connection with some of his NYU mentors. This was really financial journalism as well as research on monetary policies and practices in the banking system 1 Sidney was teaching at St. John's University, which was at that time located in Brooklyn. He taught lots and lots of courses and lots and lots of hours and among those courses was a two semester course in "Economic Analysis, Parts I and II". It appears that in Part II Sidney was teaching "Income and Employment Analysis" which was title of the book that he published in March 1951, a book which today we would call an intermediate macro book 3 . As that book 1 That was why later, in the 1950s, there was a period when he was writing on the bond market, doing a regular column on forecasts for bond prices in a magazine called Business Scope which was edited by Arnold Soloway out of the Harvard Business School.
2 His astonishing publication record during this period is certainly linked to his doctoral dissertation: "The Classification of Market Positions: Comment". The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 56, No. 4 (Aug., 1942) , pp. 666--673; "Monopoly Pricing and Unemployment". The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 61, No. 1 (Nov., 1946), pp. 108--124; "Price Cutting and Economic Warfare". Southern Economic Journal, Vol. 8, No. 3 (Jan., 1942) , pp. 309--322; "The Foundations of the Demand Curve". The American Economic Review, Vol. 32, No. 3, Part 1 (Sep., 1942) , pp. 538--552; "Monopoly Equilibrium and Anticipated Demand". Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 50, No. 3 (Jun., 1942), pp. 427--434. 3 This was the teaching that got him into trouble with conservative Brooklyn Eagle newspaper one of whose columnists complained about Sidney's teaching Keynes and socialism to the nice unsuccessful. I would assume that in his papers there are correspondence files about his attempts to get a book contract, and hostile readers' reports recommending against publication. By and large, as Sidney would tell the stories to me, it was that nobody wanted to hear about such deviant ideas: specifically there was a Keynesian mainstream and Paul Samuelson was at the head of it. These were the American Keynesians and Sidney believed that his own work on macro in the Approach volume undermined their understanding of Keynes. Of course he never did find a real publisher, and so one day he walked into a publishing company that was just off the University of Pennsylvania campus, one that he passed driving to and from the office each day. It was Chilton Incorporated, the largest publisher of automobile service and repair manuals in the world. Somehow, Sidney persuaded them to go into economics publishing with him as the general editor of their economics list, handling all marketing, editing, scheduling etc., and thus publishing his book. They did so.
The book appeared, and the reviews were mixed. Sidney was battered in a number of them, including one from Abba Lerner whom Sidney had considered a good friend. That was very difficult for him to take. This then was the state of his mind in the late 1950s with respect to micro/macro. He believed that the establishment, in his mind centered in Cambridge Massachusetts or at the American Economic Review, had rejected his ideas because they were too threatening to the prevailing Keynesian orthodoxy. It was during this time that Sidney's paranoia, which had been present as near as I can tell through his entire life (see my quoting in my 2002 book of various of his wartime letters to my mother for how different officers were out to deny him promotions, etc.), was on display. In this period an emotionally labile Sidney was to thrash about in a number of ways, professional and personal.
Inflation Analysis, and Post Keynesian Beginnings
This was about the time in the late 1950s that there was a nascent concern with inflation in the US. In the very late 1950s, the United States had a bout of simultaneous inflation and unemployment. In response to this inflation "problem", in 1959 Sidney produced what he believed at the time to be a revolutionary book which he titled A General Theory of the Price Level, Output, Income Distribution, and Economic Growth. The title, pace Keynes, suggests his own view of its importance. He wrote that book in a four day period in 1959 5 when I was still living at home as a high school student. What happened was that in Sidney's income distribution work, he had employed an assumption of a constant money wage in his initial derivation of the aggregate supply curve, and which he then generalized to the case of variable money wages in his derivation. Following that derivation of aggregate supply, and demand, and the level of effective demand, one could infer that there were reasons for expecting a constant wage share out of gross business product. Playing around with that definition one day, Sidney started moving terms around in an income/expenditure identity and produced a formula which tied the rate of change of the price level to the rate of change of money wages minus the rate of change of the average productivity of labor. This truism became an equation if one assumed a constant wage share.
Sidney believed he had found the Holy Grail itself, equivalent to the discovery of the Equation of Exchange and the Quantity Theory of Money that developed from the assumption of the constant velocity of money. This episode led Sidney into a reverie which became a manic four day period with almost no sleep at all during which time he constructed the statistical background and wrote the chapters and edited and re--edited the manuscript. As a high school student with one semester of high school physics, I was enlisted to write about gravitation constants and how one turns an identity into a theory through a process of measurement. I of course knew nothing, but I complied. He believed that he had been kept out of the major committees and publications of the American Economic Association because he was not willing to be gracefully deferential to the major figures of the profession. It was this kind of personality structure which led him to identify himself, in his one autobiographical essay, as a "Jevonian seditionist" from Jevons's essay "The Noxious Influence of Authority" which assays that "authority has ever been the great opponent of truth." These kinds of characteristics which describe the mindset of a number of members of the Post Keynesian Economics community had its roots in Sidney's own world view. That he found, in his student Paul Davidson, an individual who himself took on some of his characteristics (a delight in argumentation, a robust self--confidence, etc.) albeit without the paranoia that shaped that emergent community 9 . Davidson, after a short spell as an assistant professor at Rutgers, went off to Houston to become a chief economist for Continental Oil, and after a year returned to Penn as an associate professor.
8 He was already outside the pale in microeconomics, as he was mathematically illiterate at the time when "mathematical economics" was becoming a redundant phrase. 9 In that same EEJ interview, Davidson recalls that once Smolensky left the theory field in the mid 1960s, there was only "Sidney and me" (p. 91) doing work on aggregate supply, the foundation for Post Keynesian ideas. Cambridge, where he in fact wrote his thesis. Robinson and other Cambridge people in the 1950s, while he was writing his book on income distribution theory, there was in fact no connection. Frankly, Sidney never could follow her arguments about capital theory, and though he certainly put her Accumulation of Capital on reading lists, he began paying attention to her ideas, and Kaldor's and Kalecki's, on relative shares, only after his volume was nearly in print (see his preface). His critical discussion of Kaldor's work appears only as an Appendix in that book. And nearly all of his Joan Robinson references are to her Theory of Imperfect Competition! His efforts attracted their attention, to the extent that they read anything produced outside their own circle, only after his book had appeared. 
